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Abstract

In this paper, a variable-size power-efficient two-parallel prime factor MDC FFT architecture

is proposed which uses a novel reconfigurable processing element pair (RPEP). The prior recon-

figurable FFT approaches merely concentrate on FFT architectures with a wide range of FFT

sizes. The processing elements/stages are connected to or disconnected from the architecture to

vary the size of the FFT. As a result, the hardware is underutilized when the processing elements

are disconnected (unused). In the proposed approach, power reduction and effective utilization of

hardware are concentrated rather than increasing the number of FFT sizes. The proposed RPEP

structure contains two two-parallel processing element which can be either connected in serial or

parallel. If one of the processing elements in the RPEP must be disconnected to reduce the FFT

size, then the two two-parallel processing elements in the RPEP are configured as a single four-

parallel processing element. Due to parallel processing, the frequency of operation is reduced by

half and dynamic power is also reduced significantly. The architecture is designed in UMC 65nm

technology and can be configured in seventeen sizes ranging from 8 to 2048-points. The design

occupies 0.67 mm.sq and consumption 17.74mW power when operated at 100MHz.

Keywords: Fast Fourier transform, Prime factor FFT, MDC pipelined FFT, Reconfigurable FFT

architecture.
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1. Introduction

FFT [1] is one of the widely used operations in the fields of mathematics and engineering.

Nowadays, it is a crucial operation in the wireless communication and signal processing applications

especially in OFDM and signal processing applications [2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. The OFDM communication

with variable size FFT processor supports multiple standards and it is called reconfigurable OFDM5

transceiver. There are many works carried out on variable size FFT architectures [7, 8, 9]. Most of

the high-speed variable-size FFT designs are based on pipelined architectures [10, 11]. The pipeline

FFT architectures require logrN stages, where N is the size and r is the radix of the FFT. The size

of the FFT can be varied by varying the number of stages. Therefore, the FFT architecture can

be reconfigured to support multiple wireless communication standards by varying the stages.10

A power-efficient variable-size FFT architecture for 3GPP-LTE standard is designed in [7] which

uses radix-2/4/8/16 algorithms and its size varies between 128- to 2048-points. In the architecture

[8], mixed radix-25/16/9 approach is proposed, based on which two designs are proposed. One

with FFT size ranging from 12 to 1296 points and another with 128 to 2048 points. A 48-Mode

configurable SDF based FFT architecture with radix-32 approach is proposed in [9]. It supports15

FFT size up to 2187 points and can be used in 3GPP-LTE standard. In [9], radix-2 and radix-3

butterfly operations are used to realize 48 modes and these radix-2 and radix-3 processing elements

are combined to form higher radix processing element. The FFT architecture has up to eleven

radix-2 processing elements to realize 2048-point and up to seven radix-3 processing elements to

realize 2187-point. Thought many FFT modes are realized the hardware requirement is large due20

to a large number of processing units.

In extension to this design another type of reconfigurable FFT architecture [10] is designed

which has 46 modes of operation and it is based on the combination of radix-5, radix-3, radix-2

and their higher radix. A high-precision fixed-point reconfigurable FFT is proposed in [11] in which

quantization noise of FFT is analyzed and its size varies from 32- to 8192-points. In [12], 2048/153625

point FFT is proposed but the hardware is underutilized by using separate hardware for radix-3

butterfly operation and the stages are bypassed while realizing lower size FFT. Although several

numbers of FFT sizes are possible in [9, 10], they require more area. Moreover, the architectures

[9, 10, 11, 12] are based on SDF FFT architecture and the utilization of their processing elements

is only 50%.30



Even though many reconfigurable pipelined FFT architectures are designed [9, 10, 11, 12, 13]

they mainly concentrate on increasing the number of FFT sizes and they all encounter a common

problem. Their hardware resources are underutilized under certain circumstance. If a variable

size pipelined FFT processor whose maximum size is 1024-point has ten stages, is operated as a

512-point FFT then out of ten stages only nine stages are used for the FFT computation and35

remaining one stage is bypassed/disconnected. This stage remains unused during the entire period

of the 512-point FFT operation. Many of the prior designs [9, 10, 11, 12, 13] have this problem.

Our main objective is to overcome this issue and utilize the hardware resources efficiently.

The main idea of the proposed work is to allocate the hardware resources of the idle stage to an

active stage and achieve two-level parallel processing in that active stage. Hence, the frequency40

of operation of the stage is reduced by half and the dynamic power dissipation is also reduced

significantly. The dynamic power is given by the expression P = CV2 f where C, V and f are

Capacitance, Voltage and Frequency. From the expressing, its clear that the power reduction

is possible. This is achieved by using the proposed RPEP (Reconfigurable Processing Element

Pair) unit. The RPEP has two two-parallel processing elements with MDC units (i.e two stages)45

which can be either connected in serial or in parallel. The proposed reconfigurable MDC FFT

architecture can be configured with seventeen different sizes ranging from 8 to 2048 and moreover,

the processing elements are 100% utilized. The architecture can be used in MIMO applications to

process multiple streams using the input buffers as shown in [13].

2. Proposed FFT Architecture with RPEP50

The proposed reconfigurable FFT architecture is based on radix-2 two-parallel MDC pipelined

DIF FFT architecture and has RPEPs. The structure of RPEP is shown in Fig.1. The RPEP can

be configured either as two-stages two-parallel processing elements connected serially or as a single

stage four-parallel processing element.

2.1. Structure of RPEP55

The RPEP has two MDC based stages which has shift registers (D), switches (SW) and pro-

cessing elements (PE1 and PE2). The structure of the processing elements PE1 and PE2 are

shown in the figure Fig.2a. The switch (SW) has two inputs and two outputs and performs two

types of operation (normal and swap). During normal operation, the first input and second input
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Figure 1: Proposed Reconfigurable Processing Element Pair

leaves the first output and second output respectively. During swap operation, the first input and60

second input leaves the second output and first output respectively. The RPEP structure can be

configured into two different modes (Mode-I and Mode-II) by providing appropriate control signals

to the multiplexers (M1, M2, M3, M4). The RPEP can operate at two clock frequencies which are

fsam (during Mode-I) and fsam/2 (during Mode-II). The two stages have two processing elements

which can be either connected in serial by providing control signals m1=0, m2=0, m3=1, m4=165

(Mode-I) or in parallel by providing control signals m1=1, m2=1, m3=0/1, m4=0/1 (Mode-II).

While operating in Mode-II, the RPEP is operated at half of the frequency and the control signal

to the multiplexers M3 and M4 are swapped for every half clock cycle of RPEP. Hence, the controls

signals to the multiplexers M3 and M4 are m3=0/1, m4=0/1. Hence, the multiplexers M3 and

M4 transfer the outputs of PE1 (Q1 and Q2) to S 1 and S 2 during the first half cycle of RPEP70

clock and the outputs of PE2 (R1 and R2) to S 1 and S 2 during the next half-cycle of RPEP clock

. In addition, the RPEP has variable length shift registers (namely L and M) whose size vary

depending upon the size of FFT and the mode of operation.

2.2. Operation of RPEP

During the Mode-I, the processing elements (PE1 and PE2) are connected in serial via the75

MDC units and act as two stages of MDC FFT architecture. The registers d1&d2 introduces one

cycle latency but does not affect the functionality of the circuit. It should be noted that d1 and

d2 operate only at fsam during both the modes.
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Figure 2: Structure of computational units

During mode-II, the first two incoming data from the inputs P1 and P2 are stored in the

registers d1 and d2 respectively and the second set of data are at the inputs P1 and P2. Therefore,80

four inputs arrive in parallel for every two clock cycles. As the RPEP is operating at half the

frequency, four data at d1&d2 and P1&P2 are clocked into the upper MDC unit and lower MDC

units respectively. The MDC units schedule the data appropriately and provide them to the

processing units. Once the processing elements PE1 and PE2 completed their operations, the

outputs appear at the nodes Q1&Q2 and R1&R2. The multiplexers (M3 and M4) whose control85

signals are based on the main clock (which run 2x faster than RPEP clock), forwards the outputs

of PE1 and PE2 during the first and second halve of the RPEP clock respectively. As a result, the

four-parallel data from PE1 and PE2 are converted into two-parallel data.

Table 1: Power analysis conventional MDC and RPEP with different L and M sizes

Active hardware of conventional MDC @ fsam Active hardware of RPEP (Mode-II) @ fsam/2

L, M CA CM CR Act. Area power L, M CA CM CR Act. Area power

-, 512 2 1 1024 0.33 4.76 256, 256 4 2 1024 0.36 2.74

-, 256 2 1 512 0.18 2.72 128, 128 4 2 512 0.21 1.46

-, 128 2 1 256 0.11 1.45 64, 64 4 2 256 0.14 1.22



2.3. Power efficiency of RPEP

In the table 1, the power consumption of two serially connected conventional two-parallel MDC90

units and the proposed RPEP in fig. 1 are compared. L and M are the registers present in

the two consecutive stages respectively. In the conventional case, one of the stages has to be

removed/disconnected (i.e. L=”-”, stage with L registers is removed) to reduce FFT size and the

other stage (stage with M registers) is operated at fsam. In the RPEP approach, even though

one stage has to be removed it is not actually removed. Instead, the two stages are configured as95

a single four-parallel stage and it is operated at fsam/2. It is clear from the table 1 that power

consumption is reduced and hardware is efficiently utilized. CA, CM and CR are the number of

complex adders, complex multipliers and complex registers. The active area (Act. Area) is the total

area in involved in the operation and the power is its corresponding power. In the conventional

case, if L=- and M=512, the stage with L registers is disabled using clock gating and the stage with100

M registers is involved in the FFT operation. Hence, the active area (2 CA, 1 CM and 1024 CR) is

the area consumed only by the stage with M registers which is 0.33 mm2. Similarly, in the case of

RPEP, both the stages are active but only 256 registers in each stage are enables. Therefore, the

total active area (4 CA, 2 CM and 1024 CR) of RPEP during mode-II is 0.36 mm2. Between above

mentioned two cases, there is a slight increase in area in the later one but its frequency of operation105

is reduced by half. This is reason for reduction in the dynamic power dissipation. Though adder

and multiplier are doubled the area increases only sightly because the the registers (which remain

constant for both the cases) occupies majority of the area. For large value of L and M, the registers

occupies majority of the area and hence RPEP is efficient when used in the stages of large value of

L and M. Moreover, in the case of pipelined FFT architecture, if the the FFT size is doubled the110

butterfly unit and the multiplier unit increase by one but the number of registers doubles.

3. Proposed FFT Architectures

3.1. Proposed Reconfigurable 32/16-point FFT Architecture

The proposed reconfigurable two-parallel 32/16-point FFT architecture is shown in the Fig.3

and the structure of butterfly unit (BF) is shown in Fig.2b. The FFT size can be configured as115

32-point or 16-point The RPEP contains two stages and hence the size of the FFT architecture

can varied by changing the number of stages in the RPEP. During Mode-I operation, the two



processing elements in RPEP are serial connected so the number of stages in the architecture is

five and the size of the FFT is 32-point. The variable-length shift register L and M are configured

as 8D length shift registers and 4D length shift registers respectively.120

During mode-II operation of RPEP, the processing elements in the RPEP are connected in

parallel and act as a four-parallel single processing element (single-stage). Hence, the architecture

acts as 16-point MDC FFT architecture with one four-parallel stage and three two-parallel stages.

It should be noted that both L and M are configured as 2D length shift registers. During mode-II,

the first stage operation of the 16-point radix-2 DIF FFT data flow graph is carried out by the125

first butterfly unit (BF5) which receives two data (x(n) and x(n + 8)).The RPEP performs the

butterfly operations corresponding to the second stage of 16-point FFT data flow graph which has

eight butterfly operations. The PE1 and PE2 in the RPEP process the butterfly operations 1, 3,

5, 7 and butterfly operations 2, 4, 6, 8 respectively. Therefore, the four outputs of the butterfly

operations 1&2 are generated in parallel by PE1 and PE2. The multiplexers (M3 and M4) first130

transfer the outputs of the butterfly operation 1 to the next stage and in the next clock cycle, it

transfers the outputs of the butterfly operation 2. It should be noted that the control signal of the

M3 and M4 are based on the main clock which runs 2x faster than RPEP clock so the multiplexers

can transfer four samples in two clock cycles. Similarly, the butterfly operations 3&4, 5&6 and

7&8 are processed. The operation of the third and fourth stages same as the convention MDC135

FFT architecture.
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Figure 3: Proposed 32/16-point reconfigurable FFT
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3.2. Proposed Reconfigurable 8-2048 point prime factor FFT Architecture

The proposed reconfigure FFT architecture is shown in Fig.4. The PE receives two inputs x(n)

and x(n+N/2) and N is the configured FFT size. The four RPEPs and RR3PE switch between two

modes to configure the architecture with different FFT sizes. The structure of RR3PE is shown in140

the Fig.5.

The RR3PE is configured by the multiplexers (MX1, MX2, MX3, MX4, MX5). During the

config-I, the multiplexers control signals are mx1=x, mx2=10, mx3=00, mx4=1 and mx5=0. Dur-

ing Config-II, the RR3PE performs two operations. First, it converts the two parallel data into

three parallel data and then it performs radix-3 butterfly operation. As three sets two-parallel145

data is converted into two sets of three-parallel data, the RR3PE receives valid inputs only for two

out of three clock cycles. Therefore, the RR3PE periodically generates one invalid output and two

valid outputs and this is unavailable due to two-parallel to three-parallel conversion. The periodic

control signals to the multiplexers are mx1={X, 1, 0}, mx2={X, 00, 01} and mx3={XX, 01, 10}

and mx4 and mx5 are fixed as 0 and 1. These control signals are periodical with a period of three150

cycles. The data flow operation of RR3PE is explained in table 2 and X indicates an invalid result.

The data at the input x1 are x(0), x(1), x(2), x(6), x(7), x(8) ... and data at the input x2 are x(3),

x(4), x(5), x(9), x(10), x(11) ... During the first clock cycle x(0) and x(3) data are present at the

inputs and in the next clock cycle x(0) and x(1) are stored in the registers r1 and r3 respectively.

In the third clock cycles, appropriate control signals are provided to multiplexers and the inputs155

x(0), x(1) and x(2) appear at the inputs of radix-3 butterfly unit. In the next clock cycle, the

inputs x(3), x(4) and x(5) appear at the inputs of radix-3 butterfly unit.

The table.3 provides the configuration of RPEP and RR3PE for different FFT sizes and lengths

of the shift registers (L and M). L and M are the configured length of the shift registers in the

first and second stages of RPEP respectively. The modes are represented as (L, M, Mode) in the160

table 3. Totally, seventeen different FFT sizes are possible and many of them are suited for LTE
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Table 2: data flow operation of RR3PE

Clk. x1 x2 r1 r2 r3 r4 p1 p2 p3 mx1 mx2 mx3

1 x(0) x(3) - - - - - - - - - -

2 x(1) x(4) x(0) - x(3) - X X X X XX XX

3 x(2) x(5) x(1) x(0) x(4) x(3) x(0) x(1) x(2) 1 00 01

4 x(6) x(9) x(3) x(1) x(5) x(4) x(3) x(4) x(5) 0 01 10

5 x(7) x(10) x(6) x(3) x(9) x(5) X X X X XX XX

6 x(8) x(11) x(7) x(6) x(10) x(9) x(6) x(7) x(8) 1 00 11

7 x(12) x(15) x(9) x(8) x(11) x(10) x(9) x(10) x(11) 0 01 10



Table 3: Modes of RPEP for different FFT sizes

FFT Size Stage-1
RPEP-1 RPEP-2 RPEP-3 RPEP-4 RR3PE

# Radix-2 & 3 stages
(L, M, Mode) (L, M, Mode) (L, M, Mode) (L, M, Mode) (L, M, Mode)

2048 PE 512, 256, I 128, 64, I 32, 16, I 8, 4, I 2, 1, I 11 & 0

1536 PE 384, 192, I 96, 48, I 24, 12, I 6, 3, I Config-II 9 & 1

1024 PE 128,128, II 128, 64, I 32, 16, I 8, 4, I 2, 1, I 10 & 0

768 PE 96, 96, II 96, 48, I 24, 12, I 6, 3, I Config-II 8 & 1

512 PE 64, 64, II 32, 32, II 32, 16, I 8, 4, I 2, 1, I 9 & 0

384 PE 48, 48, II 24, 24, II 24, 12, I 6, 3, I Config-II 7 & 1

256 PE 32, 32, II 16, 16, II 8, 8, II 8, 4, I 2, 1, I 8 & 0

192 PE 24, 24, II 12, 12, II 6, 6, II 6, 3, I Config-II 6 & 1

128 PE 16, 16, II 8, 8, II 4, 4, II 2, 2, II 2, 1, I 7 & 0

96 PE 24, 24, II 12, 12, II 6, 6, II 6, 3, I Config-II 6 & 1

64 - 0, 0, II 8, 8, II 4, 4, II 2, 2, II 2, 1, I 6 & 0

48 - 0, 0, II 12, 12, II 6, 6, II 6, 3, I Config-II 5 & 1

32 - - 0, 0, II 4, 4, II 2, 2, II 2, 1, I 5 & 0

24 - - 0, 0, II 6, 6, II 6, 3, I Config-II 4 & 1

16 - - - 0, 0, II 2, 2, II 2, 1, I 4 & 0

12 - - - - 0, 3, I Config-II 2 & 1

8 - - - - 0, 0, II 2, 1, I 3 & 0

and other wireless communication standards. If the FFT size is 2048, RPEP-1 configuration (512,

256, I) implies the upper MDC unit in RPEP contains two 512D length shift registers, the lower

MDC unit contains two 256D length shift registers and the mode of RPEP is one. The lower FFT

points are realized by removing stages from the architecture using the multipliers. The ”-” in the165

table.3 indicates that the corresponding unit/stage is bypassed with the help of the multiplexers.

Starting from 64-point to 8-point the stages are bypassed one by one. Clock gating technique

is used for disabling the unused registers of the variable-length registers L and M and they are

implemented by pointer-based DFF-based delay buffer[7].The RR3PE can have two configurations

(Config-I and Config-II). During Config-I it acts as the last two stages of MDC FFT architecture170

which is represented as (2, 1, I) and in Config-II, it acts as a radix-3 processing element. The

structure of RR3PE is shown in the Fig.5 and its operation is defined by the radix-3 FFT data

flow graph in [12, Fig.2].

The ROM contains the twiddle factors ranging from W0 to W511. Although the 2048-point



Table 4: Power consumption of different FFT configurations

FFT Size 2048 1536 1024 768 512 384 256 192 128

Power (mW) 17.72 14.77 10.51 9.48 7.77 7.62 6.71 6.68 5.851

Execution time (us) 10.24 7.68 5.12 3.84 2.56 1.92 1.28 0.96 0.64

Energy (nJ) 181.45 113.4 53.81 36.4 19.89 14.63 8.58 6.412 3.74

FFT Size 96 64 48 32 24 16 12 8 -

Power (mW) 5.85 3.54 3.272 2.69 2.57 1.88 1.88 1.09 -

Execution time (us) 0.48 0.32 0.24 0.16 0.12 0.08 0.06 0.04 -

Energy (nJ) 2.80 1.14 0.78 0.43 0.30 0.15 0.11 0.04 -

Table 5: Comparison of hardware complexity

Design # Adder # Multiplier # Register FFT Size

[9] SDF 2017 48 16 2048 2048

[10] SDF 2018 52 11 2048 2048

[14] SDF 2018 52 14 4096 4096

Proposed MDC 24 9 2048 2048

FFT requires twiddle factor from W0 to W1023 the are generated from the 512 twiddle factors in175

the ROM by multiplying them with W512 (− j). Similarly, other require twiddle factors are also

generated from the ROM. The FFT sizes (1536,768, 384, 192, 96, 48, 24, 12) that include a radix-3

structure at the last stage retrieves the twiddle factors ROM by multiplying appropriate values

and this approach widely follower in other designs [9].

4. Results and Comparison180

In this section, the hardware complexity of the proposed design is tabulated and compared with

prior designs. In the table 4, power consumed by the various FFT sizes are provided. The power

consumption of 1024 point FFT is significantly lower than 2048-point FFT but for the lowers sizes

particularly, the power consumption of 128 -point FFT is not significantly lower than 256-point

FFT. This is due the memory distribution throughout the stages and it exponentially decreases185

with stages but other units remain the same in all the stages of the pipelined FFT architectures.

The technology-independent hardware complexity of the proposed design is compared with the

prior designs [9, 10, 14] in the table 5 and the proposed design requires less hardware and it

generates two parallel outputs.



Table 6: Comparison of the proposed design with prior designs

Architecture Proposed [9] 2017 [8] 2015 [13] 2013 [12] 2015 [7] 2012 [15] 2015 [16] 2019 [17] 2019

FFT Size 8 - 2048 2 - 2187 12 - 1296 128 - 2048 128 - 2048 128 - 2048 64-4096 1000K 4096

Architecture Type MDC SDF Memory MDC SDF SDF SDF SDF Memory

Number of Modes 17 48 34 4 6 6 7 1 1

Process (nm) 65 90 180 90 90 65 65 NA 65

Supply Voltage (V) 1.2 0.99 1.8 1 1 1 1.2 NA 1.2

Frequency (MHz) 100 188.67 122.88 40 40 20 40 233 400

Word length (bits) 16 16 16 10 12 12 16 20 16

Core Area (mm2) 0.67 1.664 25.00 3.10 0.783 1.375 1.05 16.83 0.84

Normalized Area (mm2) 2.95 7.79 32.6 3.67 3.71 12.45 8.75 NA 6.91

Gate Count 299K 396K 482K NA 205K 1100K NA 7512K NA

Throughput
200 188.67 122.88 160 40 20 125 223 NA

(M symbols/s)

Power (mW) 17.74 35.2 320.00 63.72 7.20 8.55 33.5 3000 46.8

Normalized

Energy/FFT 63 281 297 589 266 875 1191 NA 432

(nJ)

PFR (x10−6) 43.33 85.31 2009.39 157.51 87.89 208.74 65.40 12.8 29.7

SAR (x103) 0.67 0.48 0.25 NA 0.20 0.02 NA 0.00003 NA



Figure 6: Layout of the proposed FFT architecture

In the table 6, the several parameters of the proposed design are compared with the prior190

designs. The reported power and power related parameters are the maximum value. Apart from

power, the design offers several improvements such as low normalized area, low power and relatively

high throughput. As the proposed architecture is a two-parallel MDC design its throughput is twice

the operating frequency. The normalized area and Normalized Energy / FFT are computed from

[13, Equ.9] and [12, Equ.16] respectively. The speed area ratio (SAR) and power frequency ratio195

(PFA) are computed from [9, Equ.15] and [9, Equ.16] respectively. The PFR is the measure of

power dissipated by one FFT point for the same frequency. Unlike SDF based [9, 10], the proposed

design generates two FFT points per clock cycle and hence the expression [9, Equ.16] is divided

by two for the proposed case. Though the proposed design dominates in several performance

parameters SAR is lower than [10]. However, the technology-independent hardware complexity is200

provided in the table 5 in which proposed design consumes less hardware. The designs in [9, 8] have

more number of FFT sizes because they contain radix-5 butterfly structure. On the other hand,

the proposed design mainly concentrates on power reduction in MDC FFT architecture. Moreover,

number of FFT size can be increased in the proposed design by including higher radix butterfly

(such as radix-5).205

The proposed re-configurable FFT architecture is synthesized in UMC 65 nm technology using

Design Compiler tool. To validate the performance of the proposed architecture the post-layout

netlist with parasitic extraction is performed using IC Compiler tool. The layout of the chip,

including the core and IOs, are shown in fig. 6. The core area of the architecture is 0.67 mm2 with

an equivalent gate count of 299K. The maximum frequency of operation is 100MHz.210



5. Conclusion

Nowadays, FFT architectures have been designed to support multiple standards using a single

FFT architecture. In the proposed design, reconfiguration is carried out using the RPEP which

reduces the power consumption and effectively utilizes the hardware resources. This approach is

very useful especially in 3GPP-LTE, 5G and DVB-T2 standard where the size of the FFT is large.215

In general, in the case of pipelined FFT architecture, the registers are exponentially distributed

throughout the stages so registers occupy more area than the processing elements if the FFT size

is large. Therefore, the power consumption of the architecture is significantly reduced when stages

with more registers are operated at half the frequency. The approach can be further extended to

higher-radix FFT algorithm and RPEP containing more than two processing elements units.220
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